
Equipment Suggestions that we know works with our system

Not all printers will work with the pawn system so here are a few that have been
tested and work for contracts and reports. 
Printers like the one’s below must have Epson FX emulation to work for us.
1. Brother HL-L6200DW Wireless Monochrome Laser Printer
2. Brother HL-L6300DW
3. Brother HL-L5100DN
4. Brother HL-L5200DWT
5. Brother HL-L5200DW
6. Brother MFC-L5705DW
7. Brother MFC-L5850DW
8. Samsung ML-2855ND
!!All printers for Contracts and Reports must be of the same brand and model, we
can’t mix one brand with another and keep the page lengths proper!!
Please don’t buy a printer before checking with us first for compatibility.

For Labels you put on items we suggest the Zebra TLP 2824 plus also the
Tlp 2824 with out the plus should also work.

Some shops are still using the TLP 2844 and they still work for Large labels but
are not compatible for Jewelry Barbell Labels.

Labels for putting on Inventory and pawns are:
Direct Thermal Labels, 2 1/4 x 3/4 Inch, 2.25" x 0.75" White
These labels are available by many different sellers.

You will also need a Wax ribbon for Zebra Part# 800132-002
You will need a blank core for installing wax ribbon
The wax ribbon imprints on the label to keep numbers from fading.

If you decide to use bar bell labels for jewelry they come in different colors
Look on Amazon at 10010064 for example.
You would need two of the Zebra TLP 2824 plus printers. One would be dedicated
to jewelry labels and one to large number labels.

You will also need to acquire laser paper for contracts that is 8.5 x 11 -2 part



perforated in the middle. See example below and it can be all white or 2 color
paper.
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Blank Core needed for wax ribbon installation


